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Repetitio nn Primin g in Implici t Memor y Tasks : Prio r Stud y Causes 
Enhance dd Discriminability , No t Onl y Bias 

Abstrac t t 
Ratclifff  and McKoon (1995, 1996, 1997; Ratcliff, Allbritton, & McKoon, 1997) have 
arguedd that repetition priming effects in implicit memory tasks are solely due to 
bias.. They showed that prior study of the target stimulus resulted in a benefit tor 
thatt stimulus in a later implicit memory task. However, prior study of a stimulus 
similarr to the target resulted in a cost. Ratcliff and McKoon obtained such bias 
effectss in a number of different tasks, including word fragment completion, 
auditoryy word identification and picture identification. In the present study, 
usingg a two-alternative forced-choice procedure, we investigated the effect of 
priorr study in an unbiased condition: Both alternatives were studied prior to 
theirr presentation in an implicit memory task. Contrary to a pure bias 
interpretationn of priming, we obtained consistent evidence in three different 
implicitt memory tasks that performance was better when both alternatives were 
studiedd than when neither alternative was studied. These results show that prior 
studyy results in enhanced discriminability, not only bias. 

Overr the years, researchers have identified a large number of variables that 
affectt the processes involved in word identification. To give just one example, it 
hass been consistently found that responses to words encountered frequently in 
naturall  language are faster and more accurate than responses to words 
encounteredd relatively infrequently in natural language. A question that has 
interestedd researchers for quite some time is whether effects such as the word 
frequencyy effect reflect a bias that favors one type of stimulus (e.g., high 
frequencyy words) over the other (e.g., low frequency words) or whether they 
reflectt a true difference in the accuracy with which different types of stimuli are 
processed.. Recently, the issue of bias and enhanced processing has attracted 
interestt from researchers in the field of implicit memory (Masson & MacLeod, 
1996;; Ratcliff & McKoon, 1995, 1996, 1997). Ratcliff and McKoon have argued that 
repetitionn priming effects reflect bias and not enhanced processing of recently 
studiedd stimuli. The aim of the present study was to investigate whether 
repetitionn results only in a bias effect or whether there is also evidence for 
enhancedd processing. The experiments were designed to separate the 
contributionss of bias and enhanced processing to repetition priming. However, 
ass we wil l argue in the General Discussion, the approach taken here to 
disentanglee the effects of bias and enhanced processing can also be applied to 
studyy the effects on word identification of variables other than prior study (e.g., 
wordd frequency, bigram frequency, the emotional status of words, etc.). 

AA large body of research has shown that prior exposure to a stimulus can 
affectt the later processing of that stimulus, showing memory for the earlier 
presentation.. For example, in an auditory word identification task, Church and 
Schacterr (1994; Schacter & Church, 1992) have shown that the earlier 
presentationn of a word increases the probability of correctly identifying that 
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wordd when it is later presented in white noise. Such repetition priming effects 
cann be demonstrated even though no reference is made to the studv episode, 
whenn subjects are not aware of any relation between the studv episode and the 
taskk used at test, and even with amnesic patients who are unable to recall the 
earlierr episode at all. Tasks used to studv the effect of prior studv on later 
performancee without making reference to the studv episode, such as the 
auditoryy word identification task, are called implicit memory tasks. Other 
implicitt memory tasks that have been used to studv priming are visual word 
identificationn (Bowers, 1999; Jacobv & Dallas, 1981; Masson & Freedman, 1990; 
Salasoo,, Shiffrin, & Feustel, 1985), picture identification (Ratcliff & McKoon, 
1996),, word stem completion (Graf, Squire, & Mand ler, 1984) and word fragment 
completionn (Roediger, Weldon, Stadier, & Riegler, 1992). 

Manyy researchers assume, either explicitly or implicitly , that the presentation 
off  a stimulus enhances its future processing. For example, it is often said that the 
processingg of a stimulus is facilitated bv the prior presentation of that stimulus 
inn the experiment. One proponent of the view that prior studv increases the 
efficiencyy with which a word is encoded is Schacter (1994). Schacter argued that 
primingg is mediated bv a Perceptual Representation System (PRS). The PRS 
consistss of three subsystems: the visual-word-form system, the auditory-
word-formm system and the structural-description system. These subsystems 
supposedlyy handle different types of information. For example, the 
visual-- word-form system is involved in word stem completion and visual word 
identificationn whereas the structural-description system is involved in object or 
picturee recognition. Although the subsystems process different kinds of 
information,, they are assumed to share common features and principles of 
operation.. For example, the three subsystems support unconscious contributions 
too performance (i.e., implicit memory phenomena) and operate at a level that 
doess not involve access to the meaning of words. The view that prior studv of a 
stimuluss enhances its subsequent processing is expressed particularly clearly in 
thee following statement by Schacter (1994) "visual priming may make it easier for 
thee PRS mechanisms involved with visual word form representation to extract 
visuall  information from the test cue" (p. 237). According to this view, prior studv 
resultss in a better perceptual encoding of the test stimulus and thus a true 
increasee in performance. Similar arguments have been made bv other researchers 
(e.g.,, Salasoo et a I., 1985; Squire, 1992). 

Recently,, Ratcliff and McKoon (1995, 1996, 1997; Ratcliff, Allbritton, & 
McKoon,, 1997; Ratcliff, McKoon, & Verwoerd, 1989) have provided an 
alternativee interpretation of priming in implicit memory tasks. They have argued 
thatt the prior studv of a stimulus results in bias and not enhanced processing (see 
Massonn & MacLeod, 1996, for a similar view). One task used by Ratcliff and 
McKoonn (1997) to support their claim is the forced-choice visual word 
identificationn task. In this task, a word (e.g., LIED) is briefly flashed on a screen 
andd subsequently masked. The mask is followed bv two alternatives (e.g., LILD 
andd DIED) and the subject's task is to choose which one of the two alternatives 
wass flashed. In several experiments, Ratcliff and McKoon found that prior study 
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off  the target (e.g., LIED) increased target identification. However, prior study of 
ann visually similar foil (e.g., DIED) decreased target identification (i.e., 
performancee was worse when the foil was studied prior to being presented in the 
identificationn task compared to when neither alternative was studied). Another 
importantt finding was that this pattern of costs and benefits was obtained only 
whenn the alternatives were visually similar (e.g., LIED vs. DIED). For visually 
dissimilarr alternatives (LIED vs. SOFA) prior study had no effect (but see 
Bowers,, 1999; McKoon & Ratcliff, in press). In other words, there was no increase 
inn overall performance due to prior study. In a series of experiments, Ratcliff, 
McKoonn and colleagues have provided evidence that bias effects occur not only 
inn visual word identification but also in a large variety of other implicit memory 
taskss including auditory word identification (Ratcliff et ah, 1997), object decision 
(Ratclifff  & McKoon, 1995), word fragment completion (Ratcliff & McKoon, 1996), 
wordd stem completion (Ratcliff & McKoon, 1996), picture naming (Ratcliff & 
McKoon,, 1996), and picture identification (Ratcliff & McKoon, 1996; Rouder, 
Ratcliff,, & McKoon, 2000). These findings seriously challenge the view that prior 
studyy results in a better perceptual encoding of the stimulus. 

InIn order to explain the bias effect of prior study in visual word identification, 
Ratclifff  and McKoon (1997) developed a counter model. In their model, words 
aree represented as counters. The counters accumulate counts (i.e., evidence) over 
timee as the result of the visual processing of the stimulus. In a forced-choice task, 
aa word is chosen if the total number of counts in its counter exceeds that of the 
otherr counter by a certain criteria! amount (e.g., 10 counts). The counter model 
distinguishess three types of counts: diagnostic counts, nondiagnostic counts and 
nulll  counts. Diagnostic counts are counts that correspond to perceptual features 
thatt are features of the target and not of the foil (e.g., L in LIED vs. DIED). 
Diagnosticc counts discriminate between the target and the foil and are always 
takenn by the counter of the target. Nondiagnostic counts are counts that 
correspondd to features of both alternatives (e.g., I in LIED vs. DIED). Diagnostic 
andd nondiagnostic counts are both determined by the stimulus. In addition, there 
aree also counts that are not determined by the stimulus. These so-called null 
countss represent random noise in the system. Nondiagnostic counts and null 
countss share the property that they do not discriminate between the target and 
thee foil. If neither alternative is studied, nondiagnostic counts and null counts are 
randomlyy assigned to the two counters. 

Inn the counter model, priming is assumed to affect the process by which 
countss are distributed: The counter of a studied alternative becomes an attractor 
thatt steals counts that would otherwise have been taken by the nonstudied 
alternative.. To be more specific, prior study affects the probability by which 
nondiscriminativee counts are assigned to the counters of either alternative. For a 
studiedd alternative, whether this is the target or the foil, the probability that a 
nondiagnosticc or null count is taken bv its counter increases slightly (e.g., from 
.500 to .51). This results in a benefit when the target word has been studied, but in 
aa cost when the foil has been studied. The lack of a bias effect for dissimilar 
alternativess (e.g., a choice between LIED and SOFA) is explained bv assuming 
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thatt counters are arranged or stored according to orthographic similarity. 
Becausee the attractive force of a studied word is rather weak, it can steal counts 
onlyy from nearbv similar words but not from more distant dissimilar words. 

Ann important characteristic of the counter model is that prior study of a word 
doess not affect the probability of detecting a target diagnostic count when that 
wordd is flashed. Thus, prior study of a word supposedly does not enhance 
perceptuall  processing in the sense that more information is extracted from the 
stimuluss to discriminate between the target and the foil. Neither is extraction of 
informationn from the stimulus assumed to be less error prone or less noisy as a 
resultt of prior study. In other words, the counter model does not assume that 
priorr study leads to an overall improvement in performance. Rather, prior study 
resultss in a tendency to interpret ambiguous perceptual information in a way 
thatt is consistent with previous experience. This is an important characteristic of 
thee counter model because it differs fundamentally from the assumption that is 
heldd bv many researchers of repetition priming, namely the assumption that 
priorr study of a stimulus improves the perceptual processing of that stimulus 
whenn it is presented on a later occasion. 

AA pure bias interpretation of repetition priming predicts that performance is 
nott affected by study of both alternatives (compared to study of neither 
alternative),, because it assumes that subjects do not have more perceptual 
informationn available to discriminate between the target and the foil. Also, when 
bothh alternatives are studied, there is no reason why subjects should have a 
preferencee to choose one alternative over the other. This notion is incorporated 
inn the counter model by the assumption that the attractive forces cancel when 
bothh alternatives are studied. Ratcliff and McKoon (1997, Experiment 2) obtained 
thee result predicted by a pure bias explanation of priming in implicit memory: 
Performancee in the condition in which both alternatives had been studied was 
equivalentt to that in the condition in which neither alternative had been studied. 
Thee same result was obtained in several experiments by Masson and MacLeod 
(1996).. These results seem to indicate that prior study does not result in an 
overalll  improvement in performance. 

Recently,, however, evidence has been obtained that questions the assumption 
thatt prior study results in only bias. These studies (Bowers, 1999; Wagenmakers, 
Zeelenberg,, & Raaijmakers, 2000), like Experiment 2 of the Ratcliff and McKoon 
(1997)) study, compared performance in conditions in which either both or neither 
off  the alternatives had been studied previously. A critical difference between the 
Ratclifff  and McKoon study versus the Bowers and Wagenmakers et al. studies, 
however,, is that the latter studies manipulated word frequency. Both Bowers and 
Wagenmakerss et al. obtained evidence for enhanced discriminability for low 
frequencyy words but not for high frequency words. Thus, there is evidence that 
att least in visual word identification prior study may result in enhanced 
discriminabilityy for low frequency words. 

Ass we noted earlier Ratcliff, McKoon and colleagues (Ratcliff et al., 1989, 1997; 
Ratclifff  & McKoon, 1995, 1996) have shown that bias occurs in a large variety of 
implicitt memory tasks. The recent findings of Bowers (1999) and Wagenmakers 
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ett a!. (2000) in a visual word identification task raise the question whether 
evidencee for enhanced discriminabilitv may also be obtained for stimuli 
presentedd in another modality such as in auditory word identification or in tasks 
thatt do not relv on lexical processing such as picture identification. The aim of 
thee present study therefore was to investigate whether additional evidence for 
enhancedd discriminability might be found in several of the implicit memory 
taskss in which Ratcliff and McKoon obtained bias effects. 

Thee present study addresses the question of whether or not prior study 
resultss in enhanced discriminability in three different implicit memory tasks: 
wordd fragment completion, auditory word identification and picture 
identification.. Given that the recent effects of enhanced discriminability in 
visuall  word identification were generally quite small or even absent when high 
frequencyy words are used, the present experiments were designed to maximize 
thee chances of finding evidence for enhanced discriminability. In all experiments 
reportedd in this paper, the stimuli were studied three times prior to their 
presentationn in the test task. In addition, low frequency words were used in 
Experimentss 1 (word fragment completion) and 2 (auditory word identification). 

Itt is important to note that previous claims that prior study results in 
enhancedd processing have almost universally been based on tasks in which the 
effectss of bias and enhanced discriminability could not be disentangled. With the 
exceptionn of the studies by Bowers (1999) and Wagenmakers et al. (2000) studies 
havee mostly relied on tasks such as a free response perceptual identification task 
(sometimess called naming) in which a word is briefly presented and 
subsequentlyy masked. In this task, the subject has to say the word they think was 
presentedd (i.e., subjects do not choose from alternatives). As demonstrated by 
Ratclifff  and McKoon (1997), priming in free response perceptual identification 
cann be explained without assuming enhanced processing (i.e., priming can be 
accountedd for by assuming that a studied word steals counts from unstudied 
similarr words). In fact, given that enhanced discriminability effects are quite 
smalll  in general and virtually absent for high frequency words (e.g., 
Wagenmakerss et al., 2000) it seems that the priming effects obtained in previous 
studiess with free response procedures were largely due to bias. Thus, claims for 
enhancedd processing of repeated stimuli based on an increase in performance in 
aa free response identification task are unwarranted. 

AA forced-choice procedure was used in all experiments of the present study to 
disentanglee the effects of bias and enhanced discriminability. Enhanced 
discriminabilityy was assessed by comparing performance in a condition in which 
bothh alternatives were studied to performance in a condition in which neither 
alternativee was studied. As we explained above, a pure bias explanation of 
repetitionn priming does not predict a difference between the study-both and the 
study-neitherr condition. However, if prior study results in enhanced processing, 
performancee is expected to be better in the study-both condition than in the 
study-neitherr condition. Therefore, such a finding would provide evidence 
againstt a pure bias interpretation of repetition priming. 

Thee finding of an enhanced discriminability effect has implications for the 
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wavv in which the presence or bias should be assessed. In previous studies (e.g., 
Ratclifff  & McKoon, 1997; Wagenmakers et al., 2000) bias was calculated by 
takingg the difference between the studv-target condition and the studv-foil 
condition.. If, however, we would find a difference between the studv-both 
conditionn and the study-neither condition, the difference between the 
study-targett and the studv-foil condition would not onlv reflect bias. Instead, 
thiss measure of bias would be contaminated by an enhanced discriminabilitv 
effect,, because it would not onlv be affected bv a bias to choose a studied 
alternativee over a nonstudied alternative but also bv a difference in the 
efficiencyy of processing the target stimulus. Therefore, the following four study 
conditionss were present in Experiment 1 and Experiment 2: (1) only the target 
wass studied, (2) both the target and the foil were studied, (3) neither the target 
norr the foil was studied, and (4) only the foil was studied. Because of the limited 
numberr of available stimuli, Experiment 3 only included condition 2 (both 
alternativess studied) and condition 3 (neither alternative studied). Bias was 
calculatedd in Experiments 1 and 2 by taking the sum of the following two 
differences:: (I) the difference in performance between the study-target condition 
andd the study-both condition and (2) the difference in performance between the 
study-neitherr and the study-foil condition. Both differences reflect a bias to 
choosee a studied alternative over a nonstudied alternative and are not 
contaminatedd by a difference in the efficiency of processing the target stimulus 
(i.e.,, both differences are based on comparisons between conditions that do not 
differr in the study status of the target). The general implications and advantages 
off  our procedure to disentangle the effects of bias and enhanced discriminabilitv 
wil ll  be elaborated upon in the General Discussion. 

Experimentt I:Word Fragment Completion 
Ratclifff  and McKoon (1996) showed that in a word fragment completion task, 

priorr study results in bias. They used a yes-no task in which a test word was 
presentedd and the subject's task was to decide whether the test word was a 
correctt completion of the word fragment. Ratcliff and McKoon used an 800-ms 
deadlinee for responding to prevent subjects from checking the test word letter by 
letterr to the word fragment. They found that subjects were more likely to accept 
thee correct completion {e.g., TRAMWAY) of the word fragment (e.g., _R_MW ) 
iff  they had previously studied this 'target' word than if thev had not studied it. 
However,, they were less likely to accept the correct completion if they had 
studiedd an orthographicallv similar 'foil ' (e.g., FRAMEWORK, sharing several 
letterss with the word fragment but not being a correct completion of the word 
fragment).. Likewise, subjects were more likely to (incorrectly) accept the similar 
foill  if thev had previously studied the similar foil, but thev were less likelv to 
acceptt the similar foil if they had studied the target. In other words, subjects were 
moree likely to accept a word as a correct completion of the word fragment when 
theyy had previously studied that word, irrespective of whether the studied word 
actuallyy was the correct completion oi the word fragment or not. 

Althoughh bias effects can be obtained in word fragment completion and other 
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implici tt memory tasks such as yisual word identification, the processes 
underlyingg priming in word fragment completion probably differ in several 
importantt aspects from those underlying priming in word identification (Masson 
&&  MacLeod, 1996; VVitherspoon & Moscoyitch, 1989; Ten penny, 1995). The 
presentt experiment therefore examined whether the recent evidence obtained in 
maskedd yisual word identification showing enhanced discriminability as a result 
off  prior study can also be obtained in word fragment completion. In the present 
experiment,, a two-alternatiye forced-choice paradigm was used. The procedure 
closelvv followed the one used by Ratcliff and McKoon (1996). The word fragment 
wass presented for 4 s. Subsequently, two words were presented side by side and 
thee subject had to choose which of the two alternatives was the correct 
completionn of the word fragment. Subjects had to respond within 1400 ms of the 
presentationn of the alternatives/ The experiment consisted of four study 
conditions:: (1) only the target was studied, (2) both the target and the foil were 
studied,, (3) neither the target nor the foil was studied, and (4) only the foil was 
studied.. If prior study results in enhanced discriminability performance should 
bee better when both alternatives have been studied than when neither alternative 
hass been studied. 

Metho d d 
Participants.Participants. Fifty-two students of the University of Amsterdam participat-

edd for course credit. All participants were native speakers of Dutch. 
Materials.Materials. The stimuli consisted of 96 word pairs (e.g., TRAMWAY-

FRAMEWORK)) ranging in length from 7 to 11 letters.2 The words ranged in 
frequencyy from 1 per million to 5 per million (mean frequency = 1.6 per million). 
Frequencyy counts were obtained from the CELEX norms (Baayen, Piepenbroek, 
&&  van Rijn, 1993). All stimuli were common Dutch words. Each pair had one 
correspondingg word fragment (e.g., _R_MW ). Only one of the two words, the 
targett (e.g., TRAMWAY) , was the correct completion of the word fragment. The 
otherr word, the foil (e.g., FRAMEWORK), shared letters with the fragment, but 
wass not a correct completion. 

Design.Design. The experiment consisted of four conditions: study-target, study-
both,, study-neither and study-foil. The experimental stimuli were presented in 
fourr study-test blocks. The study phase of each study-test block consisted of 24 
wordss that were presented three times each, in a different random order for each 
subject.. Immediately following the study phase a test phase consisting of 24 test 
trialss was given. Each study-test block of 24 trials consisted of 6 test trials for each 
off  the 4 conditions. Thus, during study the following stimuli were presented: 6 
wordss that were later presented as targets in the study-target condition, 6 words 
thatt were later presented as targets in the study-both condition, 6 words that 
weree later presented as foils in the study-both condition and 6 words that were 

[AjRatcliff[AjRatcliff and McKoon (799b) used a deadline of SOI! m> to discourage subject* from 
comparingcomparing the te>t word letter by letter to the word fragment. Xote, hoicccer, that their 
experimentexperiment used a \/c>-no ta>k in which only one test word :.- presented. A 
tzeo-alteruativetzeo-alteruative forced-choice paradigm was used in our experiment, wlucli requires 
subjectssubjects to read tiro test words, instead of one. We therefore used a deadline of 1400 tns. 

[^Examples[^Examples are English, but the actual stimuli consisted of Dutch words. 



laterr presented as foils in the study-toil condition. Of course no words were 
studiedd for the study-neither condition. In the test phase, word fragments were 
presentedd in a two-alternative forced-choice task. 

Usingg a counterbalanced design, four stimulus lists were created. Each list 
containedd the same word pairs but the study condition for each word pair was 
dependentt on the list. Thus, for any given subject each pair of alternatives 
appearedd in only one condition. Across the four lists, each pair of alternatives 
wass rotated once through the four different study conditions. 

Procedure.Procedure. The experiment began with four practice trials. The practice trials 
weree given to familiarize the subjects the fragment completion task (hence there 
weree no study trials during practice). After the practice trials, the four study-test 
blockss were presented. On each study trial, a word was presented on the 
computerr screen for 3 s. Subjects were instructed to study the words for a later 
(unspecified)) memory test that would be administered at the end of the 
experiment.. They were informed that some of the words presented in the 
fragmentt completion task were words they had studied previously, but that there 
wass no relation between study status and the correct answer. 

AA test trial started with the presentation of the word fragment for 4 s. Next, 
thee word fragment was replaced by two alternatives that were presented side by 
sidee on the computer screen. Subjects had to press the 'z' key with their left index 
fingerr if they thought the left-hand word was the correct completion of the word 
fragmentt and the ' ? /' key with their right index finger if they thought the 
right-handd word was the correct completion of the word fragment. The location 
(leftt or right) of the correct alternative was determined randomly. A 1400-ms 
deadlinee was used to prevent subjects from attaining perfect performance. If 
subjectss failed to make a response within 1400 ms, the message 'LANGZAAM ' 
(Dutchh for slow) was presented for 1 s. If the response was incorrect, the message 
'FOUT'' (Dutch for error) was presented for 1 s. 

Resultss and Discussion 
Onn 5.5'V, of the trials, subjects failed to respond within the 1400-ms deadline. 

Thee number of responses slower than the 1400 ms did not vary as a function of 
studyy condition, F(3, 153) = 1.00 , p > . 25, MSE - 1.458. Figure 1 presents the 
percentt correct fragment completions as a function of study condition. The 
ANOVAA showed a significant effect of study condition, F(3, 153) = 9.00, p < .0001, 
MSEE = 5.492. Of particular interest was the difference between the study-both 
conditionn and the study-neither condition. The planned comparison was 
significant,, F(l, 153) = 4.55 , p < .05, MSE = 5.492, indicating that performance 
wass better when both alternatives had been studied previously than when 
neitherr alternative had been studied. As we explained in the Introduction, the 
findingg of enhanced discriminability has consequences for the wav in which a 
measuree of bias should be obtained. Bias was calculated by taking the sum of two 
differences:: (1) the difference in performance between the studv-target condition 
andd the study-both condition and (2) the difference in performance between the 
study-neitherr and studv-foil condition. A t-test showed that the bias effect was 
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significant,, t(51) = 2.59, p < .05. To our knowledge, this is the first experiment that 
usedd a forced-choice paradigm to obtain separate estimates of bias and enhanced 
discriminabilityy by comparing the appropriate conditions. 

Thee most important result of the present experiment is that performance was 
betterr in the study-both condition than in the study-neither condition. This 
resultss is consistent with the hypothesis that prior study results in enhanced 
discriminabilitvv and shows that priming in word fragment completion is not just 
duee to a bias to prefer a studied item to a similar nonstudied item. Thus, the 
presentt results extend the evidence recently obtained in visual word 
identificationn that prior study results in enhanced discriminability (Bowers, 1999; 
Wagenmakerss et al., 2000) to word fragment completion, an implicit memory 
taskk often used to study repetition priming. 
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FigureFigure 1. Percentage correct completions (with standard error bars) in forced-choice word fragment 
completioncompletion as a function of study condition. 

Experimentt 2: Auditory Word Identification 
Inn Experiment 2, we studied the effect of prior study on auditory word 

identificationn using the two-alternative forced-choice paradigm. Test words were 



presentedd in white noise. Subsequently, subjects had to choose which oi two 
alternativess was the presented word. Using this task, Ratcliff et al. (1997) showed 
thatt prior study results in bias. The aim of the present experiment was to 
investigatee whether prior study causes onlv bias, or whether it also causes 
enhancedd discriminability. 

Metho d d 
Participants.Participants. Sixty-four students of the University of Amsterdam 

participatedd for course credit. All participants were native speakers of Dutch. 
MaterialsMaterials and Apparatus. The stimuli consisted of 96 similar-sounding word 

pairss (i.e., words differing in pronunciation by only one phoneme). Frequency 
countss were obtained from the CELEX norms (Baayen et al., 1993). The 
frequencyy of the words ranged from 1 per million to 30 per million (mean 
frequencyy = 2.9 per million). The stimulus words were, thus, of relatively low 
frequency.. Within each pair one word was randomly designated the target. 

Thee words were spoken bv a female speaker and digitally recorded on a 
computerr with a sampling rate of 44,100 Hz. Test items (but not study items) 
weree mixed with white noise. The relative amplitude of white noise was 
adjustedd for each test word separately to a level at which the experimenters 
judgedd that identification for each word would be neither at floor nor at ceiling. 
AA pilot study was run to adjust the relative amplitude of white noise for test 
wordss that showed performance close to floor or ceiling. Stimulus presentation 
andd data collection were controlled by an Apple Macintosh Power PC. Studv and 
testt stimuli were presented over a Sennheiser HD 495 headphone. 

DesignDesign and Procedure. The design was largely identical to that of Experiment 
1.. The experimental stimuli were presented in four study-test blocks, using a 
counterbalancedd design. The study phase of each study-test block consisted of 24 
wordss that were presented three times each. A test phase followed each study 
phasee and consisted of 24 test trials. In the test phase, words masked with white 
noisee were presented in a two-alternative forced-choice task. The experiment 
consistedd of four conditions: study-target, study-both, study-neither, and 
study-neither.. In both the study and test phase stimuli were presented in a 
randomm order. 

Ourr procedure closely followed the one used by Ratcliff et al. (1997). During 
thee study phase, participants rated how clearly each word was pronounced 
usingg a scale from 1 to 5. Subjects entered their ratings by clicking a number on 
thee screen using the mouse. The next word was presented 1 s after the subject 
clickedd a number. The beginning of each studv block and test block was signaled 
byy the text 'press a key to continue'. 

Inn the test phase, words masked with white noise were presented in a 
two-alternativee forced-choice task. Each test trial started with the presentation of 
thee test word over the headphones. The duration of the white noise masking the 
testt word was 3 s, with at least 1 s of noise before the onset of the test word and 
11 s of noise after the offset of the test word. Immediately following the end of the 
presentationn of the test word, two alternatives were presented side bv side near 
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thee center of the computer screen. Responses were collected with an external 
buttonn box. Subjects pressed the left key with their left index finger if they 
thoughtt the left-hand word was the auditory presented test word and the right 
kevv with their right index finger if they thought the right-hand word was the 
auditoryy presented test word. The location (left or right) of the correct alternative 
wass determined randomly. Because in masked perceptual identification 
performancee is limited primarily by the degraded presentation of the stimulus 
noo response deadline was imposed. To make the procedure as similar as possible 
too that of Ratcliff et al. (1997) we provided no feedback. There was a l s interval 
betweenn the response of the subject and the start of the next trial. There were five 
practicee trials at the beginning of the experiment to familiarize the subjects with 
thee auditory word identification task. 
Resultss and Discussion 

Thee percentage correctly identified targets as a function of study condition is 
shownn in Figure 2. The ANOVA showed a significant effect of study condition, 
F(3,, 189) = 44.11 , p < .0001, MSE = 5.517. A planned comparison analysis was 
performedd to test the difference between the study-both condition and the 
study-neitherr condition. The difference was significant, F(l, 189) = 5.27, p < .05, 
MSEE = 5.517, indicating that performance was better when both alternatives had 
beenn studied previously than when neither alternative had been studied. These 
resultss extend the findings of Wagenmakers et al. (2000) to the auditory 
modality.. As in Experiment 1, bias was calculated by adding the difference 
betweenn the study-target and study-both condition to the difference between the 
study-neitherr and study-foil condition. A t-test showed that the bias effect was 
againn significant, t(63) = 8.98, p < .0001. 
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FigureFigure 2. Percentage correct identifications (with standard error barf) in forced-choice auditory 
wordword identification as a function of study condition 
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Experimentt 3: Picture Identif ication 
Inn Experiment 3 we used another implicit memory task, picture identification, 

inn order to extend and corroborate the basic findings of Experiments 1 and 2 that 
priorr study does lead to enhanced discriminability. Ratcliff and McKoon (1996; 
Rouder,, Ratcliff, & McKoon, 2000) used a forced-choice picture identification task 
too show that prior study results in bias. The aim of the present study was to 
investigatee whether evidence for enhanced discriminabilitv could also be 
obtainedd in picture identification, a task that does not rely on lexical processing. 

Method d 
Participants.Participants. Seventy-four students of the University of Amsterdam 

participatedd for course credit or a small monetary reward. The data of 6 subjects 
performingg below chance were discarded and replaced by new subjects taking 
caree that the design of the experiment remained completely counterbalanced 
acrosss subjects. 

MaterialsMaterials and Apparatus. The stimuli consisted of 42 similar-looking pairs of 
picturess (i.e., black on white drawings, see Figure 3 for an example). Within each 
pairr one picture was randomly designated the target and the other picture the 
foil .. A mask was used to make identification of the pictures more difficult . The 
maskk completely covered the area where the picture was presented and 
consistedd of an aggregation of lines taken from a number of different pictures of 
thee stimulus set. Stimulus presentation and data collection were controlled by an 
Applee Macintosh Power PC. 

FigureFigure 3. Example pair of similar pictures used in Experiment 3. 

DesignDesign and Procedure. The experiment consisted of one study block that was 
followedd by a test block. The study block consisted of 42 pictures that were 
presentedd three times each for 2 s. There was a 200 ms interval between the 
presentationss of the pictures. Subjects were instructed to study the pictures for a 
laterr (unspecified) memory test. The test block followed the study block and 
consistedd of 42 test trials. There were two conditions: study-both and 
study-neither.. Because of the limited number of available pictures, the study-
targett and study-foil conditions that were present in Experiments 1 and 2 were 
nott included in the design of the present experiment. 



Experimentt 3 used a procedure very similar to the one used by Ratcliff and 
McKoonn (1996, Experiment 2). Each test trial started with the presentation of a 
roww of plus signs for 700 ms. The plus signs were followed by the picture that 
wass flashed for 40 ms. A pattern mask immediately followed the picture and was 
presentedd for 400 ms. Next, two pictures were presented side by side until the 
subjectt responded. Subjects had to press the 'z' key with their left index finger if 
theyy thought the left-hand picture was the briefly flashed test picture and the ' ? /' 
keyy with their right index finger if they thought the right-hand picture was the 
brieflyy flashed test picture. The location (left or right) of the correct alternative 
wass determined randomly. There was a 300 ms interval between the response of 
thee subject and the start of the next trial. In both the study and test phase, 
stimulii  were presented in a different random order for each subject. There were 
fivee practice trials at the beginning of the experiment to familiarize the subjects 
withh the picture identification task. 
Resultss and Discussion 

Thee mean percentage correctly identified pictures was calculated for each 
subject.. When neither the target nor the foil had been studied 71.5 % of the 
picturess were correctly identified. When both the target and the foil had been 
studiedd 74.7 % of the pictures were correctly identified. The difference between 
thee study-both and study-neither conditions was significant, t(73) = 2.19, p < .05. 
Thus,, in a forced-choice picture identification task prior study of both 
alternativess again resulted in increased performance compared to study of 
neitherr alternative. This result is problematic for a pure bias account of repetition 
primingg and shows that prior study results in enhanced discriminability in a task 
thatt does not rely on lexical processing. 

Genera ll  Discussio n 
Inn the present study we investigated whether prior study of a stimulus 

resultedd in only bias or also in enhanced discriminability. Using a forced-choice 
proceduree we found that in three implicit memory tasks, word fragment 
completion,, auditory word identification and picture identification, performance 
wass consistently better when both alternatives had been studied previously than 
whenn neither alternative had been studied. In a recent study we also found 
evidencee for enhanced discriminability in visual word identification 
(Wagenmakerss et al., 2000). These findings contradict the claim of Ratcliff and 
McKoonn (1996, 1997, Ratcliff et al., 1989, 1997) that priming is solely due to bias. 
Thiss claim was based on their finding that in a variety of tasks using a 
forced-choicee paradigm prior study resulted in a benefit when the target had 
beenn studied, but in a cost (of about equal size) when the foil had been studied. 
Moreover,, in one experiment Ratcliff and McKoon (1997, Experiment 2) found no 
effectt when both alternatives had been studied. However, as we explained in the 
Introduction,, Ratcliff and McKoon may have failed to find evidence for 
enhancedd discriminability because they did not select their stimulus materials to 
bee low frequency words and because a limited amount of study was given to 
eachh stimulus. In the present study we obtained clear evidence for enhanced 
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discriminabilityy by using low frequency materials and presenting stimuli on 
multiplee study trials. In the following we wil l first discuss the implications of the 
presentt results for theories of implicit memory. We wil l then discuss the broader 
implicationss of the present study by showing how the procedures used in the 
presentt study to disentangle the effects of bias and enhanced discriminability can 
bee applied to study the effects of other variables that are known to influence 
wordd recognition. 

Thee present results are consistent with the view that prior study enhances 
perceptuall  processing. One such a view has been proposed by Schacter (1994). 
Hee argued that priming reflects the operations of a Perceptual Representation 
System.. In this account multiple memory systems underlie priming in different 
tasks.. For example, priming in picture identification is supposed to be mediated 
byy a structural-description system. According to Schacter, prior study of a 
stimuluss affects the processing of that stimulus on a later occasion through a 
facilitationn of the feature extraction process. The hypothesis that prior study 
leadss to increased feature extraction for repeated stimuli is consistent with the 
presentt findings, namely better performance in a forced-choice identification 
taskk when both alternatives have been studied than when neither alternative has 
beenn studied. 

Althoughh the finding of an enhanced discriminability effect in the present 
studyy is consistent with the proposals of Schacter (1994), there are several other 
findingss that must be accounted for. The first one is the mere finding of bias itself. 
Ass we just mentioned, the theory of Schacter attributes priming to the facilitation 
off  feature extraction. Such a mechanism does not, however, result in a bias effect. 
Thus,, the theory of Schacter should be extended to include some mechanism that 
resultss in a bias for recently studied items. The second finding that should be 
accountedd for is that bias is obtained for similar pairs but not for dissimilar pairs. 
Thee third important finding is that bias is obtained even when flash time is so 
shortt that subjects perform at chance and that bias decreases slightly as flash time 
increases.. Together these findings put important constraints on theories of 
implici tt memory. 

Onee could argue that bias effects are due to explicit-retrieval strategies and 
that,, therefore, bias should not be accounted for bv theories of implicit memory. 
However,, some findings suggest that such explicit-retrieval strategies are not in 
generall  responsible for bias effects. First, an explanation that attributes bias to 
explicit-retrievall  strategies does not explain why bias is obtained for similar but 
nott for dissimilar alternatives. Second, Masson (2000) recently showed that bias 
iss affected by a study-to-test change in modality while episodic recognition was 
nott affected by such a change. Thus, it seems that bias effects reflect implicit 
memoryy processes instead of explicit-retrieval strategies. Therefore, the 
challengee for theories such as that of Schacter is to provide a detailed explanation 
off  bias effects. 

Lett us return to the main finding of the present study which is that prior 
studyy of both alternatives consistently resulted in better performance than prior 
studyy of neither alternative. These results show that the assumption of the 
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counterr model that prior study does not result in enhanced discriminability is too 
strong.. Nonetheless we would like to mention that the counter model 
successfullyy accounted tor a wide range of data available at the time the model 
wass conceived. Ratcliff and McKoon (1997) were one of the first to develop a 
quantitativee model of priming in implicit memory and to point out that 
repetitionn priming effects in implicit memory tasks do not necessarily indicate 
moree efficient processing for repeated stimuli as is often assumed. Instead, to a 
considerablee extent priming effects in implicit memory seem to reflect a bias to 
perceivee a stimulus that was previously studied, irrespective of whether or not 
thiss is the actual target stimulus. We would like to stress that we do not contest 
thatt prior study causes bias. However, we do contest that prior study causes only 
bias.. The results of the present study clearly shows that in a wide range of 
implicitt memory tasks prior study results in enhanced discriminability. 

Thiss point has been recognized recently by Ratcliff and McKoon (2000). In 
orderr to account for our data (Wagenmakers et al., 2000) they have modified their 
model.. The new version of the counter model assumes that for low frequency 
wordss prior study results in an increase in the probability of perceiving 
diagnosticc features. Such an increase results in better performance when both 
alternativess have been studied compared to when neither alternative has been 
studied.. Therefore, the present data can be accounted for by the latest modified 
versionn of the counter model. 

Althoughh the present results are consistent with the notion that more 
informationn is extracted from the impoverished stimulus per unit time, we 
wouldd like to point out that this is not the only possible explanation. As has been 
notedd by some other researchers (Masson & McLeod, 1996) enhanced 
discriminabilityy is a necessary but not sufficient condition for concluding that 
theree are changes in lower level perceptual information processing. A possible 
accountt for enhanced discriminability without assuming an enhanced rate of 
featuree extraction for previously studied stimuli is provided by the REM model 
forr priming in perceptual identification (Schooler, Shiffrin, & Raaijmakers, 2001; 
seee also Wagenmakers, Zeelenberg, Schooler, & Raaijmakers, 2000). Although the 
modelss differ in the vvav in which they account for enhanced discriminability, 
theyy all incorporate some mechanism that causes repeated stimuli to be 
processedd more efficiently than new stimuli. 

Disentanglingg Bias and Discriminability : General Implication s 
Too the best of our knowledge, the present study is the first one that used a 

forced-choicee paradigm to obtain separate estimates of the effects of bias and 
enhancedd discriminability by including all conditions necessary to disentangle 
bothh effects. The experiment reported in the present paper focused on the issue 
off  enhanced discriminability and its relevance to theories of implicit memory. We 
wil ll  now discuss the extension of our paradigm to the effects of variables other 
thann prior study on word recogntion (e.g., word frequency). We would like to 
emphasize,, though, that our paradigm could be applied equally well in other 
domainss such as object recognition or face recognition. Because it is often argued 
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thatt a certain variable enhances the processing of a stimulus it is necessary to 
designn experiments in such a way that these claims can be tested. However, 
studiess rarely have the appropriate conditions to support claims of enhanced 
processing.. In the following, we will first discuss how our approach to separate 
thee effects of bias and discriminability might be applied to investigate the effects 
off  variables other than prior study. We wil l then present some examples showing 
thatt a failure to include the appropriate experimental conditions can lead to 
incorrectt conclusions. 

InIn general, the effects of bias and discriminability can be disentangled by 
usingg a forced-choice perceptual identification task. The principle is that in order 
too assess whether a certain variable results in bias one should compare two 
conditionss for which the target stimuli do not differ on that variable. However, 
withinn conditions there should be a difference on that variable between the 
targett and foil alternatives. Thus, to assess a word frequency bias, to give just one 
example,, one could compare a condition with a high frequencv (HF) target and 
aa low frequency (LF) foil (we wil l refer to this condition as the HF-LF condition; 
thee first member of the pair denotes the frequency of the target, the second 
memberr denotes the frequency of the foil) to a condition with a HF target and a 
HFF foil. The important point is that the HF-LF condition and the HF-HF 
conditionn are equal with respect to the frequency of the target so that a possible 
differencee between these two conditions is not affected by a difference in the 
efficiencyy of processing the target stimulus. Instead, a difference between these 
twoo conditions is due to a preferential bias to choose a HF-alternative over an 
LF-alternative.. Likewise, bias can be estimated by comparing the LF-LF 
conditionn with the LF-HF condition. A total bias score can be obtained by taking 
thee sum of both differences (i.e., the difference between the HF-LF condition and 
thee HF-HF condition and the difference between the LF-LF condition and the 
LF-HFF condition). 

Inn order to assess whether a certain variable affects discriminability the 
generall  principle is thatt one should compare two conditions for which the targets 
differr on that variable. However, within the two conditions there should be no 
differencee on that variable between the target and foil alternatives. Thus, to 
determinee whether word frequency affects discriminability one should compare 
thee HF-HF condition with the LF-LF condition. Within the two conditions there 
iss no difference in word frequency between the target and the foil alternative. 
Hencee a bias to prefer a certain alternative based on a difference in word 
frequencyy should not affect the results. Instead, a difference between the two 
conditionss is due to a difference in the efficiency of processing target stimuli of 
highh and low frequency. Figure 4 presents hypothetical data and illustrates how 
estimatess of bias and enhanced discriminability can be obtained by comparing 
thee appropriate conditions. 
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FigureFigure 4. Hypothetical data showing percentage correct target identifications as a function of both 
thethe frequency of the target and the frequency of the foil. In the example, word frequency causes both 
enhancedenhanced discriminability and bias. The difference between the HF-HF condition and the LF-LF 
conditioncondition reflects better discriminability for HF words than for LF words. Both the difference 
betweenbetween the HF-LF condition and the HF-HF conditions and the difference between the LF-LF 
conditioncondition and the LF-HF condition reflect a bias to choose a HF alternative. See text for details. 

Too recapitulate, the following four conditions are needed to disentangle the 
effectss of word frequency on bias and discriminability: (1) HF-LF, (2) HF-HF, (3) 
LF-LF,, and (4) LF-HF. Note the conceptual similarity of these conditions and the 
followingg four conditions used in the present study: (1) study-target, (2) 
study-both,, (3) studv-neither, and (4) study-foil. Studies rarely include all four 
conditionss that are necessary to obtain estimates of the effect of a certain variable 
onn bias and discriminability. In fact, we are aware of only one other study that 
includedd all these conditions (Wagenmakers et al., in press). Of course, it is not 
alwayss necessary to include all four conditions. For example, if one is just 
interestedd in whether or not a variable affects discriminabilitv it is sufficient to 
includee conditions of tvpe 2 and 3 mentioned above. However, even these two 
conditionss are rarely included in an experimental design. 

Nextt we wil l present two examples that show how failure to include the 
necessaryy conditions can lead to incorrect conclusions. The first example is 
directlyy related to the present study. However, the same principle applies mutatis 
mutandiss to other variables that affect word recognition. In some studies, 
enhancedd discriminability is assessed by combining performance in the 
study-targett and study-foil conditions and comparing it to performance in the 
studv-neitherr condition. The rationale is that if prior study results in a true 
increasee in performance (over and above bias) performance should be better for 
thee combined condition than for the study-neither condition. If, however, prior 
studvv results in onlv bias the increase in performance for the study-target 
conditionn and the decrease in performance for the study-foil condition should 
cancel. . 
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Thee problem associated with assessing enhanced discriminabil i tv in the wav 
justt described is that it presupposes that the scale of measurement is linear. To 
showw that this concern is not purelv hypothetical we reanalyzed our data. In this 
analysiss we combined performance in the study-target and study-foil condit ion 
andd compared it to the performance in the study-neither condit ion. In both 
Experimentt 1 and Experiment 2 the difference failed to reach significance (both 
p'ss >.10). Thus, if we had not included the study-both condit ion in our studies we 
wouldd have falsely concluded that prior study does not result in enhanced 
discriminabilitv. . 

AA second example from the l i terature wil l serve to further under l ine our point 
thatt the design of studies using the two-alternative forced-choice parad igm has 
far-reachingg implications. It is often argued that the emotional status of a word 
affectss its processing. Researchers have been aware of the fact that such 
influencess mav be due to bias and have tried to control for these biases. To give 
ann example, Kitavama (1990) compared performance for neutral and affective 
wordss in a two-alternative forced-choice perceptual identification task in an 
at temptt to control for response bias. As wil l be clear bv now, a design with the 
followingg four condit ions would be needed to disentangle the effects of bias and 
enhancedd processing: (I ) target-neutra l, toil-affective, (2) target -neutra l, 
foil-neutral,, (3) target-affective, foil-affective, and (4) target-affective, foil-neutral. 
Iff  accuracy in perception is truly different for neutral words and affective words, 
thenn there should be a difference between condit ion 2 and condit ion 3. 
Differencess between condit ion 1 and condit ion 2 and differences between 
condit ionn 3 and condit ion 4 reflect bias. Kitayama (1990), however, compared 
performancee between condit ion 1 and condit ion 4. The problem with this 
comparisonn is that it is not only affected by a difference in the processing 
efficiencyy of the target st imulus, but also by a possible bias to prefer one type of 
alternativee over the other. Thus, the influence of bias and enhanced processing 
weree confounded. The design of Kitavama (1990) was actually somewhat more 
complicatedd than just described because it also manipulated word frequency and 
'expectat ion'.. However, this is not problemat ic because the basic design 
ment ionedd above could be expanded to include these variables.' 

Too show how the design used bv Kitavama (1990) can lead to unwarranted 
conclusionss consider the following. Kitavama manipulated 'expectat ion' because 
thiss was, according to Kitayama, a variable that could be responsible for some 

LUlVt '' would like to note that this analysis is identical to an analysis that comparer the 
differencedifference behreen the study-target and study-neither conditions to the difference between 
thethe study-neither and study-foil conditions. Austin assuming a linear scale of 
measurement,measurement, the rationale i> that the former difference reflects both a bias effect and an 
enhancedenhanced discriminabilitv effect whereas the latter differente reflects only a bias effect and 
hencehence that an estimate of enhanced discrimtnahilitu can be obtained bu comparing both 
differencesdifferences (i.e., if there is an enhanced discrimiuability effect the former difference should 
bebe larger than the Litter difference>. 

LUlV cc should add that Kitai/ama tried to estimate bias bu adding a cimdition in which no 
stimulusstimulus was flashed, hi this condition, only bias effects can he present, since there is no 
validvalid perceptual information by which the two altcruatrccs can be discriminated. 
tlowever,tlowever, this method presupposes bind the size of the bias effect does not change with 
flash-time. flash-time. 
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seeminglyy inconsistent results obtained in earlier work. Expectation was 
manipulatedd bv showing the alternatives before the brief presentation of the 
targett word (expectation present) or not (expectation absent). Of course, subjects 
weree not informed which one of the two alternatives would be briefly presented, 
butt it was hvpothesized that the 'expectation' manipulation would affect the 
differencee between the affective target and the neutral target condition. This was 
indeedd the case. The results showed a higher percent correct identifications for 
thee affective target condition than for the neutral target condition when an 
expectationn was present, but no difference when expectation was absent. More 
precisely,, for the affective condition, performance was better in the 'expectation 
present'' condition than in the 'expectation absent' condition. For the neutral 
condition,, in contrast, performance was worse in the 'expectation present' 
conditionn than in the 'expectation absent' condition. Kitayama discusses these 
resultss in terms of perceptual enhancement. However, the pattern of results 
closelyy resembles one of bias since the presence of an expectation had both costs 
andd benefits. Unfortunately, the design of the experiment does not allow one to 
makee statements about the efficiency with which stimuli were encoded. If 
conditionss 2 (both alternatives neutral) and 3 (both alternatives affective) had 
beenn included, we could have assessed whether expectation truly enhances the 
processingg of affective words under 'expectation present' conditions.' 

Too summarize, the method used in the present study to disentangle the effects 
off  bias and discriminability can be applied in other fields of word recognition 
andd may help in better understanding the mechanisms underlying performance. 
Ass we showed above, failure to include the appropriate conditions may lead to 
incorrectt conclusions. 

Summar yy and Conclusion s 
Severall  studies have suggested that the effects of prior study in various 

implicitt memory tasks are entirely due to bias. In the present study we 
consistentlyy obtained evidence that prior study results not only in bias but also 
leadss to enhanced discriminability. These results were obtained in three implicit 
memoryy tasks, word fragment completion, auditory word identification and 
picturee identification, using a forced-choice paradigm in which either both 
alternativess were studied or neither of the alternatives was studied. As 
predictedd by an enhanced processing view of repetition priming, performance 
wass better for the condition in which both alternatives were studied than for the 
conditionn in which neither alternative was studied. 
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[2Jhi[2Jhi a Inter study, Kitayama <19LU; see nbo Bootzin & Xat soulas. 196~ii did compnre 
conditioncondition 2 (both alternative* neutral} to condition .3 (both alternative* affective). 
However,However, condition i ami 4 icere now mining from the design, precluding the estimation 
ofof a bin* effect. Moreover, expectation was not manipulated in this study so that nothing 
cancan be said about its influence on the efficiency with which stimuli are processed. 




